ABSTRACT We present here the parmbsc0 force field, a refinement of the AMBER parm99 force field, where emphasis has been made on the correct representation of the a/g concerted rotation in nucleic acids (NAs). The modified force field corrects overpopulations of the a/g ¼ (g1,t) backbone that were seen in long (more than 10 ns) simulations with previous AMBER parameter sets (parm94-99). The force field has been derived by fitting to high-level quantum mechanical data and verified by comparison with very high-level quantum mechanical calculations and by a very extensive comparison between simulations and experimental data. The set of validation simulations includes two of the longest trajectories published to date for the DNA duplex (200 ns each) and the largest variety of NA structures studied to date (15 different NA families and 97 individual structures). The total simulation time used to validate the force field includes near 1 ms of state-of-the-art molecular dynamics simulations in aqueous solution.
INTRODUCTION
Although the first molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of proteins were published in the late 1970s (1, 2) , the first restrained simulations of nucleic acids (NAs) did not appear until the mid-1980s (3, 4) , and reliable unrestrained simulations of these molecules were not possible until the mid1990s, when new force fields were developed and methods for the proper representation of long-range electrostatic effects were incorporated into simulation codes (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . This time lag illustrates the technical problems intrinsic to the MD simulation of very charged and flexible polymers, such as NAs, in aqueous solution.
With these difficulties addressed, the last decade has seen a wide use of MD to study a very large number of NAs (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) in water for simulation periods in the range 1-50 ns. Most of these simulations have used explicit models of solvent and the particle mesh Ewald method (PME) (5) to account for long-range electrostatic effects. Although others are available, the force fields implemented in AMBER and CHARMM have been the most widely used (6) (7) (8) 10) . In particular, MD simulations using AMBER force fields have been shown to accurately reproduce the structural and dynamic properties of a large variety of canonical and noncanonical NAs in water (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Moreover, they have satisfactorily described complex conformational changes such as the A / B transition in duplex and triplex DNAs (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) and have performed well in simulations of DNAs in extreme environments (28) (29) (30) . Finally, several systematic studies have demonstrated the excellent ability of the standard AMBER force field to reproduce very high-level QM data for hydrogen bond and stacking interactions in the gas phase (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) . Overall, these studies suggest that the AMBER force field is physically meaningful and retains a proper balance between intramolecular and intermolecular forces.
The latest versions of the AMBER force field, parm94 and parm99 (6, 10) , were parameterized when ''state-of-the-art'' simulations were on the 1-ns time scale and QM calculations were limited to small model systems and to moderate levels of theory. Quite surprisingly, both still perform well in simulations in the 10-ns range, which is the normal simulation period at the present time. However, in an extended MD simulation of a DNA duplex, Varnai and Zakrzewska (37) found massive a/g transitions to the gauche 1 , trans geometry (away from the g shows that these errors are not very significant in shorter (10 ns or less) simulations and do not invalidate most previous simulations with these force fields, where none or only one of these transitions is evident. However, it is clear that this error needs to be corrected because within a very few years standard MD simulations of NAs will approach 100 ns in length, and in this range of simulation, massive irreversible a/g transitions disrupt the duplex structure (see results below).
In this article we present a full reparameterization of the a/g torsional term to derive a new AMBER force field, based on AMBER-parm99, which will be named parmbsc0. This new force field, not only appears to model accurately the structural and dynamic properties of a large variety of NAs over current MD simulation time scales (;10 ns) but also provides very good representations of these structures in simulations 20 times longer. The extensive use of the Mare Nostrum supercomputer in Barcelona and supercomputing facilities in Brno and the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center has allowed us to perform a comprehensive and intensive test of the force field (near 1 ms of unrestrained trajectories on 97 different structures, 2 of them 200 ns long), a study that is orders of magnitude greater than those reported in any previous parameterization work and that guarantees that this modified AMBER force field can be safely used to study NAs in a time scale at least one order of magnitude greater than current parm94 and parm99 versions.
METHODS

Reference quantum mechanical calculations
Many studies support the overall very satisfactory performance of the parm99 (or parm94) force field, with the most serious artifact reported so far being the a/g imbalance occurring in longer B-DNA simulations (see Introduction). Thus, we have adopted a conservative reparameterization protocol in which we have modified the minimum number of parameters required to correct the a/g conformational transition. In particular, the obvious choice was to reparameterize the a and g torsional parameters. For this purpose, we chose an extended model ( Fig. 1) to explore the potential energy surface (grid spacing 30°) associated with rotations around a and g torsions. The model was chosen to place the a and g torsions in a correct chemical environment while maintaining the simplicity needed to reduce potential sources of noise in the quantum mechanical calculations. The system was fully optimized (at both LMP2/6-311G(d) and B3LYP/6-311G(d) levels) (41) (42) (43) at each point of the potential energy surface except for a and g (fixed at values of the grid) as well as d, which was fixed at either B-(d ¼ 156.5°) or A-(d ¼ 84.0°) fibber values. As described below the use of these particular d values for restraint instead of other possible values does not have any impact on the fitted parameters. In summary, four potential energy surfaces were built up to represent the a/g space for DNA and RNA. As noted below, all these data were merged to improve the statistical quality of the fitting.
To further test the quality of the force field potential, CCSD(T)/complete basis set calculations (44, 45) were performed on the four minima regions. These calculations were carried out by reoptimizing the B3LYP geometry (keeping only d constant at A-or B-standard values) at the MP2/aug-ccpVDZ level. Single point calculations were then performed at the MP2/augcc-pVXZ (X ¼ D,T) levels extrapolating to infinite basis set with the method developed by Halkier et al. (45) . Finally, MP2 / CCSD(T) corrections were included using the 6-311G(d) basis set.
Force field fitting
With our conservative approach, aimed to retain the beneficial features of the AMBER parm94-99 parameterizations, only torsional parameters involving a and g torsions were refined, and all other parameters were kept at standard parm99 values (charges for the model system used in the parameterization were determined from standard RESP/6-31G(d) (46) calculations in AMBER). The residual energy (Eq. 1) was fitted to an extended Fourier series (Eq. 2), where the barrier and the phase angle for each periodicity (1, 2, or 3) term were adjusted to obtain the minimum error. Note that the use of the Fourier expansion has no physical foundation and is just a simple empirical correction useful to fit residual QM-classical energies.
In principle, although any dihedral angle(s) can be used to fit a torsion, we chose to follow the standard nomenclature using the O39-P-O59-C59 and O59-C59-C49-C39 atoms to represent a and g dihedrals. This differs slightly from the original parm99 force field, where the g torsion is defined by the O5-C59-C49-O49 atoms using the same set of atom types (OS-CT-CT-OS) as the sugar ring torsion O49-C49-C39-O39 and all other anomeric torsions. To avoid altering other conformational profiles (such as that of sugar puckering) a new atom type (CI) was introduced and assigned to C59. Defining a new atom type for the C59 makes intuitive sense because it is expected that the O59-C59-C49-O49 anomeric torsion, adjacent to the phosphorus, should be distinct from the standard (OS-CT-CT-OS) anomeric torsion. 
where i,j stand for a combination of a/g torsions, and parm99 (no a,g) means a parm99 calculation with all standard parameters but those involving a/g set to zero. All energy values are referred to a common structure.
where k stands for a torsion, a or g, l stands for the number of dihedral angles (F) used to describe this torsion, and z is the phase angle. Multiple different fitting algorithms were explored. A direct nonlinear fitting of the residual plot was initially investigated and discarded because it FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the molecular model used to parameterize a and g torsions. The atom-type definition is also displayed.
was very prone to errors as a result of its very high energy points, which, although never sampled in MD simulations, tend toward an excessive weight in the fitting at the expense of minima or flat regions. To overcome these problems, we developed a very flexible Metropolis-Monte Carlo program, where the merit function (I) is not the variance but the total absolute deviation (reducing the impact of outliers) as in a robust regression. The introduction of weighting factors at each point (c ij in Eq. 3) allowed us to easily maximize the quality of the fitting in especially important regions or to mix data from different sources, giving each different importance in the fitting (for example, giving more emphasis to data of higher quality). During the initial fittings we realized that very similar values were obtained from DFT and LMP2 reference data and also when models simulating DNA or RNA geometries were considered. Thus, in the final fitting we use this similarity and combined all the data (the weight of LMP2 data was 50% higher than DFT data) into a single set, which was enriched by introducing minima obtained by optimizing (only d-restrained) the systems in the four distinct minima regions. To guarantee that the minima and the ''artifactual a/g region'' (specifically the region that is significantly overpopulated in parm94 and parm99 simulations) were properly represented, points in these regions were assigned an overweight of 100% over the rest. Note that our procedure allows phase angles to be optimized instead of keeping them fixed at 0/180°as usual in AMBER. The relaxation of phase angles provides some improvement in the fitted maps, especially in canonical regions without any increase in the complexity of the Fourier functional used for fitting the residual energy (see Eq. 2).
Molecular dynamics simulations
A complete set of simulations (Table 1) was carried out to validate the parmbsc0 force field. Dickerson's dodecamer (DD) (47) was the first benchmarking model and was simulated in two independent trajectories of 0.2 ms each. Results were compared with equivalent trajectories obtained with parm94 and parm99 force fields. This extended simulation time (to our knowledge, the longest trajectory for DD ever published) is sufficient to reveal structural degradation with old force fields, which was not so evident in standard 5-to 10-ns trajectories. We also performed a number of short (3- Table 1 , systems were simulated for 10 ns (close to the current ''state of the art'' length) to verify that the parmbsc0 force field retains the quality of the original AMBER parameterization with regard to other structural and dynamic features than the a/g behavior. Finally, we tested the ability of the new force field to capture conformational transitions in DNA like the A / B one in duplexes and triplexes and its capability to correct both small (d(GCGC) 2 ) and large (d(CCATGCGCTGAC)Ád(GTCAGCGCATGG)) models of canonical duplexes starting from seriously distorted structures populated with multiple a/g ¼ g 1 t conformation substates. All MD simulations were performed following a similar standard protocol. Crystal or canonical structures were neutralized by a minimum amount of Na 1 counterions (K 1 for the Nottingham database structures) placed at the points with more electronegative potential, hydrated by TIP3P (48) water molecules, optimized, thermalized, and preequilibrated using our standard equilibration protocol (26, 49) doubling the lengths of each individual equilibration substep followed by an extra 1-2 ns (as noted above DD was equilibrated for a longer period of time). All simulations were carried out using periodic boundary conditions and PME (5) under isothermal/ isobaric conditions (T ¼ 298 K; P ¼ 1 atm). SHAKE (50) on bonds involving hydrogens was used in conjunction with an integration step of 2 fs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fitting to quantum mechanical calculations
The full a/g potential energy map of the model system ( Fig. 1 ) was determined from B3LYP and LMP2 calculations considering both N-and S-sugar puckerings (Fig. 2) . The computed maps were quite similar. Four broad minima appear clearly in the maps: 1), the canonical g À g 1 one (located 2 Hoogsteen duplex 10 -r(UUCGGGCGCC)Ád(GGCGCCCGAA) DNAÁRNA hybrid (PDB code 1FIX) 10 -r(CGCGAAUUCGCG) 2 RNA duplex DD 10 -
APS, antiparallel; PS, parallel-stranded. Possible transitions are: A, A-DNA conformation; B, B-DNA conformation; Pathol., structure severely distorted due to high number of alpha/gamma (g1/t) substates.
, a region that shows some significant overpopulation in our collective set of simulations of DNA duplexes, with the parm94/99 force fields including the ABC-simulations of duplex DNA (38, 39) , is largely disfavored in the gas phase ( Table 2) .
Because of the large similarity of the four potential energy surfaces, very similar parameters were obtained in the fitting procedure of each set independently. Accordingly, data from the four maps (B3LYP and LMP2 for both S-and N-sugar puckerings) were mixed together for the parameterization process, which yields a robust a/g effective potential map that can be used to parameterize these torsions in both DNA and RNA environments. The MC fitting procedure was used to bias the procedure to ensure a particularly good description of those regions sterically accessible for NAs. The final fitted parameters (Table 3) yield an average absolute error (taking the S-LMP2 map as the reference) of only 0.8 kcal/mol. There are only small regions distributed through the map where the error is greater than 2 kcal/mol, and only in the very unstable eclipsed region (a and g around 120°) are the errors greater than 3 kcal/mol ( Fig. 2 and see Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2). In contrast, the differential map obtained using the standard parm99 force field shows sizable errors in the important areas around a % 100°, g % 100°and throughout the trans region for g (between À100°and À180°) and, overall, a worse fitting (average absolute error to LMP2 data: 2 kcal/mol).
Geometries in the four minima were reoptimized without restrictions (other than the d torsion) at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level and used to perform single-point calculations at even higher levels (MP2/CBS and MP2/CBS1corr(CCSD(T)) to verify whether or not the force field provides a reasonable description of the four minima. The results in Table 2 demonstrate the quality of the parmbsc0 force field. Compared with parm99, the largest improvement of parmbsc0 is found in a nonminimum region, a/g ¼ g 1 t, which was significantly overstabilized in parm99 (or parm94) calculations, thus explaining the pathological behavior detected in parm94/ parm99 MD simulations.
Simulations of Dickerson's dodecamer
No oligonucleotide has been the subject of more studies, both theoretical and experimental, than the DD (d(CGC-GAATTGCGC) 2 ). All the experimental data indicate that it is a stable duplex pertaining to the B-family, but with sizable sequence dependence in its helical parameters. Analysis of 12 structures of DD deposited in the PDB (six solved by x-ray crystallography and six by NMR) show that all sugars are in South and South-East regions except some cytidines, which in certain structures sample N regions. All backbones are in the canonical g À g 1 a/g region, without any nucleotide in the g 1 t region. The major groove width is around 18 Å , and the minor groove oscillates between 10 (NMR) and 12 (x-ray) Å . Hydrogen bonding is well preserved in all experimental structures, though local distortions of linearity appear. The average roll is around 0°(x-ray) or 3°(NMR), and the average twist is 34 6 3°(NMR) or 35 6 0.3°(x-ray), with a clear dependence on sequence (stronger in x-ray-derived structures; Table 4 ).
DD has been successfully simulated over the 1-to 50-ns time scale using parm94 or parm99 (see Introduction), but longer simulations approaching the 100-ns barrier are scarce (51) . Analysis of Fig. 3 shows that at around 60 ns the structure of the duplex is severely distorted because of numerous a/g transitions to the g 1 t region (Figs. 3 and 4 and extended data at Supplementary Fig. S3 ; http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/PARMBSC0). These transitions, similar to those reported in shorter trajectories (see, for example, ABC simulations), are stochastic in nature and irreversible on the 100-ns time scale for both parm94 and parm99 force fields. A few of these transitions could be tolerated in the duplex, but when they accumulate, they result in a considerable departure of the structure from the canonical B-form: lower helical twist (average twist around 30°(parm94) or 26°(parm99); see Table 4 ), distorted grooves, and even the wrong puckering population. Clearly, Rotational parameters are in degrees, and distances in Å . The canonical g À g 1 is defined in regions of a 240-360°and g 0-120°. North is defined by phase angles smaller than 90°. No detailed NMR analysis of sugar puckering is provided in DD structures deposited in PDB. Accurate estimates for a related sequence suggest an average South population around 81%, with more purines than pyrimidines in the South conformations (see text for details).
the MD simulations presented here, the longest ever published for parm94/99, backed by similar results on a wide variety of NA structures by this group, ranging from DNA minicircles to A-tract DNA to a large set of DNA duplexes, confirm that although reliable results can be obtained in short or medium (,20 ns) simulations, severe artifacts will be found over longer simulations.
Two independent 200-ns MD simulations were performed with the parmbsc0 force field using different starting geometries and velocities. In both cases, the duplex samples the same region of the conformational space, which is close to the experimental structure (see Table 4 , Figs. 4 and 5, and complete data at http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/PARMBSC0). The simulated duplex remains within the range of helical parameters expected for a canonical B-form duplex in aqueous solution, showing an improvement in global helical twist representation with respect to parm94 and parm99 force fields. As expected from the regularity of the duplex, the WatsonCrick hydrogen-bonding scheme is fully maintained except for some breathing events at the nucleobases at the ends of the helix (see Supplementary Fig. S4 and trajectory videos at http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/PARMBSC0). The sugar puckers mainly sample the South region, as expected for a B-DNA, but a nonnegligible percentage of N-puckering is observed. In fact, the integration of puckering populations using a two-state model shows ;9% (T), 12% (C), 7% (A), and 3% (G) of North puckering in the simulations, which are close to the most accurate NMR estimates of the population of N-sugars in B-DNA (14% (T), 24% (C), 5% (A), and 6%(G); see Isaacs and Spielmann (52)). Finally, it is worth noting that the new force field not only provides a good global geometry of the duplex but also reproduces some sequence-dependent variations in the structure (such as the undertwist of d(CG) steps; Fig. 6 ) or the higher tendency of C to display N-puckerings, which might be important to understand biological properties of DNA (see Table 4 ). Note that all these details are lost in long parm94 or parm99 simulations (see Table 4 and Supplementary Fig. S5 ).
Additional comparisons were carried out taken as reference values of B-DNA structures in a manually cured subset of the NDB database, where anomalous duplexes (containing drugs, mismatches, etc.) were removed (53) . These comparisons need to be taken with some caution because we are now comparing simulated data for a given duplex with experimental data for a large set of different oligos of different lengths and sequences, but in any case, if the force field works well, we should find similarity in the distribution of backbone torsions and helical parameters between MD simulations and the experimental database. Results in Supplementary Fig. S6 confirm that the distribution of torsions sampled by parmbsc0 simulations reproduce very well that found in the experimental databases, and the same is detected for helical parameters (see Supplementary Fig. S7 ). In both cases, the improvement with respect to parm99 calculations is very clear. Not surprisingly, the greatest improvement in performance between parmbsc0 and parm99 is found for the a and g torsion and for the closely coupled x one (see Supplementary Fig. S6 ). In terms of helical parameters, the greatest improvement of parmbsc0 is found in the helical twist (see Supplementary  Fig. S7 ).
As the standard deviations of the various averages indicate, the parmbsc0 force field does not allow a rigid picture of DNA. On the contrary, the structure is very flexible, and many reversible transitions are found. The most common of these changes is that between B I (around 82%) and B II (18%) forms. This transition, the equilibrium constant of which is well reproduced by parmbsc0 MD simulations (see Table 4 ), occurs with a very high frequency during the two 200-ns trajectories, indicating that the force field is not rigidifying the structure (Fig. 7) . Many a/g transitions are also detected in the simulations, but all of them are reversible after a few nanoseconds. This finding indicates that the new force field, while maintaining the necessary flexibility, captures properly the a/g equilibrium (an example of the time evolution of one individual set of a/g values in Fig. 7 , additional examples at Supplementary Fig. S8 , and complete data at http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/PARMBSC0), without an artifactual rigidification of the structure.
Is the parmbsc0 force field applicable to different sequences?
We have compared the performance of parm99 and parmbsc0 in relatively short (3-ns) simulations of 38 different duplexes taken from the Nottingham database. Although these simulations are too short to fully sample the conformational space of these systems, they make it possible to evaluate the performance of the reparameterized force fields in the important initial process of relaxing and equilibrating experimental (NMR or x-ray crystallographic) starting structures. Results in Fig. 8 show that the new force field behaves very well in all cases studied, providing stable trajectories, with RMSd from the respective MD-averaged conformations around 1.2 Å , and around 1.6-2.8 Å from experimental structures, the largest deviations being found in all the cases for the longest duplexes. Analysis of the 36 trajectories did not reveal any artifactual behavior or local distortions that might indicate potential sequence-dependent errors in the simulations (see Supplementary Fig. S9 ). We can then safely recommend the use of parmbsc0 to study any B-DNA duplex.
Can parmbsc0 repair incorrect structures?
Previous simulations show that parmbsc0 leads to a correct representation of the a/g configurational space in very long simulations started from a crystal structure without anomalous a/g conformations. In fact, transitions to minor a/g conformers are not avoided but are reversible in the nanosecond time scale (see Fig. 7 bottom) , suggesting that the force field is robust enough to recover from starting structures containing a few isolated anomalous conformations. It is, however, unclear what will happen when the MD simulation starts from a very severely distorted conformation containing many a/g transitions. To evaluate this point, we performed a series of simulations of the DNA duplex (d(CCA-TGCGCTGAC)Ád(GTCAGCGCATGG)), which should exist in the B-form in solution, starting with the very corrupted structure obtained previously by Varnai and Zakrzewska (37) at the end of their 50-ns-long parm99 force field simulation. The duplex initially contained 13 anomalous a/g conformers, which severely distorted the backbone. However, the parmbsc0 simulation that started with this structure corrected the anomalous conformations within 25 ns in three distinct simulations (with different initial conditions), leading to samplings close to those expected for a canonical B-helix (see Fig. 9 ). Extension of this trajectory to 100 ns simulation time (data not shown) confirms that the duplex is maintained in the canonical region. Similar simulations performed with shorter oligonucleotides (such as d(GCGC) 2 ; data not shown) confirm the ability of the parmbsc0 force field to correct erroneous NA conformations. In summary, we can conclude, based on our validation on a large set of NA structures, that the parmbsc0 force field can safely be used to study canonical B-DNAs over long temporal scales and is robust enough to recognize and repair large structural errors while still preserving the essential flexibility of the duplex, not artificially penalizing a/g transitions as required for a correct representation of distorted NAs (for example, those in complexes with proteins).
Can parmbsc0 be used to represent RNAs?
Considering the changes introduced in parmbsc0 with respect to parm99 and the similarity of a/g potential energy maps for N-and S-sugars, we expected that the new force field should be well suited to RNA simulations. To verify this point, we performed 10-ns MD simulations for three different RNA systems: 1), the RNA version of DD, 2), an RNA duplex (taken from NDB entry URL064) containing several mismatches, and 3), an RNA pseudoknot (NDB UR0004) containing a wide variety of unusual hydrogen bond schemes including those involving nucleobases in anomalous ionization states. In all cases the trajectories were stable and remain close to the known experimental conformations (Table 5 ; see Supplementary Figs . S10, S11; and http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/ PARMBSC0). The pattern of canonical A-U and G-C WatsonCrick hydrogen bonds is fully preserved, whereas noncanonical pairs are slightly more labile: two of them are partially lost for URL064, whereas only one linking a nucleobase and a sugar is lost in the pseudoknot simulation. All the simulations sample the A-region with 100% North puckerings in the riboses for the canonical DD-RNA and URL064. The pseudoknot presents three sugars in the South conformation during the entire trajectory, in agreement with the corresponding x-ray structure. In summary, parmbsc0 is able to reproduce with good quality the structure of RNAs, including those with mismatches or unusual pairing schemes. Further testing of RNA would be vital because of the complexity of RNA structures (54, 55) , but the generally good performance of parm94/99 to represent A-RNA crystal structures (in simulations reaching 100 ns) makes us confident of the performance of parmbsc0.
Can parmbsc0 be used to represent unusual DNA conformations?
One of the most impressive features of the parm94/parm99 force fields is their ability to properly model unusual DNAs (see Introduction), which were not considered or even discovered at the time of the original parameterization. This indicates that the parameterization process based on the study of small model systems used there was quite successful, and any improvement to these force fields should maintain their ability to represent structures very far away from the canonical B-DNA duplex. For this purpose we have analyzed 1), Z-DNA, 2), parallel and antiparallel triplexes based on different purine or pyrimidine motifs, 3), parallel and antiparallel quadruplexes, and 4), antiparallel Hoogsteen duplexes. In all the cases, 10-ns MD simulations were run, extending the length of previous parm99-or parm94-based MD simulations on these systems (see reviews on previous AMBER MD simulations (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) ). The trajectories were stable, and sampled configurations were very close to the experimental ones, as demonstrated in terms of RMSd, helical properties, and sugar puckerings (Table 6 , see Supplementary Figures S12-S18, and data at http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/PARMBSC0). The force field reproduces almost exactly the conformation of both parallel and antiparallel DNA quadruplexes (see Table   FIGURE 6). Similarly, parmbsc0 gives good results for a variety of triplexes, which are found to pertain to the B-family in all cases, in agreement with previous MD simulations and NMR experiments (26, 56 , and references therein). Interestingly, the B-form for the triplex is also found when the trajectory is started from an A-triplex conformation (26) , confirming that the force field can correct (at least some) erroneous starting conformations (see above and below).
Especially remarkable is the performance of the parmbsc0 force field in describing non-B-form duplex DNAs such as the Hoogsteen duplex or Z-DNA, where either the pattern of hydrogen bond or the glycosidic bond orientation is unusual. In both cases, simulations are within thermal noise of the experimental structures (see Table 6 ). The unusual Hoogsteen duplex (57,58) appears very stable during our simulation, maintaining its hydrogen-bond pattern and helical structure extremely well. The same is found for Z-DNA, where the correct balance of N/S puckerings is preserved, showing that the force field does not have any artifactual tendency to increase S-puckerings. This later point was verified by running eight additional (3-ns) simulations for Z-DNAs of known crystal structure (taken from the Nottingham database), and in all cases, parmbsc0 accurately reproduces the experimental structure. Overall, all these tests confirm that the parmbsc0 force field can be safely used to study unusual DNA structures.
Can parmbsc0 represent DNAÁRNA hybrids?
High-quality NMR data (59) (60) (61) and previous MD simulations (62, 63) have demonstrated that in solution DNAÁRNA hybrids tend to an intermediate A/B conformation: although the general shape is close to the A-form, other characteristics such as the sugar conformation of the 29-deoxyriboses or the geometry of the grooves are not far from those of a B-helix (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) . The most unusual characteristic of the hybrid is its strand asymmetry, which makes its representation by force fields specially challenging. Fortunately, even in this difficult case, parmbsc0 behaves well, not only in general geometric parameters but also in the fine structural details. Thus, MD is able to capture the asymmetry in sugar puckering between riboses (all in North conformation) and 29-deoxyriboses (70% in South conformation), a result similar to that found in accurate NMR experiments (between 66% and 78% S-puckering in a related sequence; see Soliva et al. (56) ). The inversion in the width of minor and major grooves with respect to the canonical A form is also perfectly reproduced in MD simulations (Table 7) , as is the average twist, closer to A-than to B-form (see also Supplementary Fig. S19 and visit the URL site http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/PARMBSC0).
Can parmbsc0 model DNA conformational transitions?
One of the big successes of the latest generation of force fields is their ability to drive structures from incorrect to correct conformations, simulating well-known conformational transitions. This is the case of the spontaneous A / B transition in [23] ; all groove widths are reported as P-P distances. z Both in experiment and simulations, North puckerings correspond to residues in syn conformation, and South to those in the anti one. duplex DNA in aqueous solution (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) , the A / A/B transition in DNAÁRNA hybrids (62) , and the A(t) / B(t) transition found in parallel triplexes (26) . As noted above, we found spontaneous A(t) / B(t) transitions in all triplexes, and the subtle A / A/B conformational change in hybrids (see Supplementary Fig. S17 ). To verify that the classical A / B transition was found in duplex DNA with the parmbsc0 force field, a 10-ns unrestricted MD simulation of DD starting in the A-conformation was run. The trajectory transforms in the nanosecond time scale from the canonical A-form to another structure very close to the canonical B-form (see Fig. 10 and videos at http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/PARMBSC0).
To examine the sequence dependence of this transition, a similar study (trajectories were 3 ns long) was performed for the 36 A-DNA structures in Nottingham's database. In all the cases the duplexes jump to the B-form in just 3 ns, confirming that the force field can capture fast conformational transition in DNAs (see Supplementary Fig. S20 ).
CONCLUSIONS
We present here a reparameterization of the parm99 AMBER force field for NA simulations. Our effort has been limited to improving the representation of the a/g conformational space, which seems to be poorly represented in very long DNA MD simulations with current AMBER force fields. After a careful parameterization process based solely on B3LYP and LMP2 calculations (as opposed to the iterative refinement based on MD simulations of previous works) (10), validated by CCSD(T)/CBS calculations, fitted parameters have been tested by the most extended set of simulations published to date. Two very long MD simulations (two times longer than any previously published trajectory) of the Dickerson dodecamer show the excellent ability of the new force field to represent canonical DNAs over time scales that led to severe artifacts in previous AMBER simulations. The new force field is able to correct severe errors in structures and to drive known conformational transitions in water. Furthermore, it provides reasonable 3-ns samplings for 87 experimentally determined duplexes of different sequences and conformations, and it represents both canonical and noncanonical RNA structures. Finally, the new force field was able to model very well a large range of anomalous DNA structures. In summary, the parmbsc0 force field maintains all the impressive characteristics of the parm94/99 force fields that have made them the most widely used in the NA modeling field while solving the most obvious shortcomings manifested in very long B-DNA MD simulations performed with previous parm94/99 force fields.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
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